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Management Tools 

Cloud Shell Documentation

This page describes how to view and edit �les with Cloud Shell.

Viewing and editing �les

Cloud Shell comes with a built-in code editor that allows you to browse �le directories as well
as view and edit �les, with continued access to the Cloud Shell. The code editor is available by
default with every Cloud Shell instance, and is based on Theia (https://www.theia-ide.org/).

To work with the code editor, follow these steps:

1. Launch the code editor by clicking the pencil icon  on the toolbar of the Cloud Shell
window. This sets up the editor in a new tab with continued access to Cloud Shell.

2. Use the left-hand pane to browse through the �le directories. Use the right-hand pane to
view and edit your �les.

3. Access the functionality to toggle the editor and the Cloud Shell window, upload and
download �les, preview web applications on a Cloud Shell virtual machine instance, and
view usage statistics, from the toolbar in the upper right-hand corner.

 (https://cloud.google.com/products/management/)

 (https://cloud.google.com/shell/)

Managing �les with Cloud Shell
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Alternatively, you can open an existing �le - for example, README-cloudshell.txt from the
environment above - in the code editor, by running the cloudshell
 (https://cloud.google.com/shell/docs/using-cloudshell-command) command in your Cloud Console as
such:

Except as otherwise noted, the content of this page is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License
 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), and code samples are licensed under the Apache 2.0 License
 (https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0). For details, see our Site Policies
 (https://developers.google.com/terms/site-policies). Java is a registered trademark of Oracle and/or its a�liates.
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